Home Dreams: Women and the Suburban Experiment in Canada, 1945–60

VERONICA STRONG-BOAG

IN THE YEARS AFTER THE SECOND WORLD WAR IN CANADA, residential suburbs provided symbolic female counterparts, ‘bedrooms’ as it were, to the male-dominated, market-oriented world of modern cities. Tracts of new housing embodied a separation of the sexes that held women particularly responsible for home and family and men for economic support and community leadership. Such a gendered landscape was far from new or unusual in Canada. Women and men had long moved in somewhat different worlds, presiding over residential and public space in varying degrees as dictated by custom and, sometimes,
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by law. After 1945, however, women's, particularly wives', rising labour-force participation might have suggested that spatial segregation on the suburban frontier was ill-timed. Why and how, then, did there occur a massive increase in residential suburbs remote from opportunities for employment, lacking many community resources, and reliant on female labour? What did female residents and contemporary observers make of this investment on the suburban frontier? This article begins to answer these questions by examining the conditions that gave rise to postwar suburbs, the character of housing initiatives, and the nature and meaning of that experience for Canadian women.

Historians of the United States have associated postwar housing development not only with technological improvements, gas and oil discoveries, and a massive increase in the number of private automobiles, but also with political conservatism, racism, and domestic roles for women. While scholars studying Canadian suburbs will find much that is useful in American assessments, particularly in their exploration of suburbia's gendered terrain, Paul-André Linteau's question, 'Does the border make a difference?' inevitably arises. Works like Michael A. Goldberg and John Mercer's The Myth of the North American City: Continentalism Challenged (1986) and Caroline Andrew and Beth Moore Milroy's Life Spaces: Gender, Household, Employment (1988) have offered the beginnings of a reply. In particular, Andrew and Milroy point to safer and more livable cities, a long tradition of resource towns, and 'the particular institutional and policy framework that exists in Canada,' all of which distinguish Canadian women's lives. Although comparisons with the United States remain peripheral to the study here, my reading of the Canadian suburban

2 See, for example, the discussion of gendered space in the provocative studies by Joy Parr, The Gender of Breadwinners. Women, Men, and Change in Two Industrial Towns 1880–1950 (Toronto 1990), and Peter De Lottinville, 'Joe Beef of Montreal,' Labour/Le Travailleur 8/9 (autumn/spring 1981/2): 9–40.
5 Caroline Andrew and Beth Moore Milroy, eds., Life Spaces: Gender, Household, Employment (Vancouver 1988), 4
TABLE 1
Age-Specific Fertility Rates for Canadian Women, 1921–60

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>15–19</th>
<th>20–4</th>
<th>25–9</th>
<th>30–4</th>
<th>35–9</th>
<th>40–4</th>
<th>45–9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>233.5</td>
<td>224.4</td>
<td>146.2</td>
<td>84.2</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>130.3</td>
<td>152.6</td>
<td>122.8</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>165.4</td>
<td>186.0</td>
<td>154.6</td>
<td>110.0</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

'script' suggests that, for all the proliferation of American influences in the years after 1945, life north of the forty-ninth did indeed differ. In particular, Canada's cities, lacking racial divisions comparable with those in the United States, never lost their attraction for citizens of all classes. And just as flight from urban dangers does not seem as influential in Canada, suburbia does not appear as homogeneous as many American commentators have suggested. Communities composed of war veterans, industrial workers, rural emigrants, newcomers to Canada, and the middle-class native- and urban-born contribute to a picture that, as the sociologist S.D. Clark convincingly demonstrated in The Suburban Society (1968), seems every bit as complicated as what was happening downtown. While middle-class WASPs were a major presence, they were never alone on the outskirts of cities. Suburbia's meaning is further complicated by the influence of region. The background of residents and the rate of suburbanization in these years varied from one part of the country to the other, distinguishing the experience of Montreal from Toronto and from Halifax, Winnipeg, Edmonton, and Vancouver. Facing as they did a different set of contingencies, Canadian women were not mere reflections of American suburbanites. The nature of their story is set out below.

The postwar experiment with the promise of a spatial segregation that placed Canadian women in suburban homes and men in employment located elsewhere was fuelled by high rates of fertility. During the Second World War and into the 1950s, couples married at ever younger ages. First and second babies came earlier in these marriages, and increasing numbers of women gave birth to third children (see table 1). Fewer women had no children. Bigger families increased women's home-based responsibilities. Not surprisingly, women were often preoccupied with their roles as wives and mothers. Housing

6 See John R. Miron, Housing in Postwar Canada (Kingston and Montreal 1988), from table 3, p. 35. See also chapter 3 for an excellent discussion of family formation patterns in the years after 1945.
where children could be cared for comfortably and safely was an urgent priority in many women's lives.

Whereas their parents had often had to be crowded and uncomfortable, postwar Canadians aspired to something better. Between 1945 and 1960 nearly continuous prosperity, high employment, the extension of the welfare state, and the presumption of a limitless bank of natural resources generated income and hopes for a better life, and, if possible, the lifestyle of comfortable homes and new products advertised since the 1920s in the continent's popular media. Rising car ownership offered unprecedented numbers of citizens the opportunity to search for homes well beyond areas where employment opportunities were concentrated. Many male breadwinners, the most likely both to drive and to control the use of cars, no longer had to rely on walking or public transit to get to work. An increase in the production of oil, gas, and hydroelectric power was available to power both new cars and the central heating characteristic of new homes. Residential suburbs on the periphery were the beneficiaries of these developments.

New housing that enshrined a gendered division of labour also responded to a generation’s anxiety about changes in the world about them. The threat of the Cold War and the Korean War encouraged citizens to prize the private consumption and accumulation of products in the nuclear family household as proof of capitalism’s success. Stable families, fulltime mothers, and the benefits they produced in sound citizenship were to provide the first defence against the ‘Red Menace’ symbolized in Canada by the Gouzenko Affair. Suburban housewives at home in ever larger houses epitomized the promise that prosperity would guarantee both individual happiness and the final triumph over communism.

The inclination to concentrate on private matters and to cling to

---

12 For a useful discussion of the impact of the Cold War on sex roles in the United States see May, *Homeward Bound.*
the faith in women's particular talent and responsibility for family survival was fostered further in the 1940s and 1950s by the highly publicized predicament of many of the world's citizens. The statelessness of the 'Displaced Persons,' or 'DPs' as the 165,000 who had come to Canada by 1953 were commonly known,15 like the plight of concentration camp survivors, captured especially poignantly what it meant to lose families and homes. The arrival of 48,000 war brides added to Canadians' consciousness of how much the future depended on the establishment of new households and the persistence of marital bonds.14 The promise of a renewed family life, secured by all the benefits of a revived capitalist economy, became in some ways the leit-motif of the second Elizabethan Age. As one typical enthusiast put it, 'the Duke and Duchess of Edinborough [sic] are young, modern parents who, like many other young people, in an anxious and insecure world, find their deepest happiness and satisfaction in the warm circle of family life.'15 In suburban homes and families, Canadians endeavoured modestly to echo the ideals embodied in the domesticated monarchy of the youthful Elizabeth II.

The popular and academic social sciences of the day sanctioned the inclination to believe that collective happiness and well-being were most likely when women concentrated their energies on the home front. Experts' secular sermons, frequently presented in the guise of a celebration of female nature, stressed women's unique qualities. With some few exceptions, assertions of inferiority were out of fashion. As one Toronto psychiatrist observed, 'Today we think of marriage as a partnership of equals.'16 To this end, modern fathers were encouraged to take on some care of children.17 Yet, while up-to-date advisers flattered their female audiences with claims for equality, even superiority, 'true' women had normally to demonstrate their authenticity by pursuing roles centred on the private rather than the public sphere. Women's ability to take on a broad range of duties, so well

13 James Lemon, Toronto since 1918 (Toronto 1985), 94
14 See Joyce Hibbert, The War Brides (Toronto 1978), for revealing portraits of the brides who came to Canada.
16 Dr K.S. Bernhardt, 'Happily Ever After,' Bride's Book (fall/winter 1952): 75
demonstrated during the years of depression and war, was conveniently dismissed as an aberration. In advising Canadians how to live, experts returned to opinions that were reminiscent of the 1920s.18

Lives that were gender-specific lay at the heart of a number of influential texts that enjoyed general circulation across Canada in the years after the Second World War. Among the earliest and most influential was Dr Benjamin Spock’s best-selling Common Sense Book of Baby and Child Care (1947).19 As one Canadian from the suburb of Lachine, Quebec, recalled, ‘Dr Spock of course was my “Bible.”’ 20 Although most women consulted the good doctor for practical advice on treating childhood ills, his answers reinforced conventions holding women primarily responsible for the emotional and practical functioning of the household. A veteran of suburbs in Cooksville and North York, Ontario, summed up the conclusions of many of her generation: ‘I felt quite sure in those days that women who chose to have a family should stay home and raise them! I had worked as a social worker for the Children’s Aid Society and had seen the emotional devastation in children separated from mothers.’21

Spock was far from alone in applauding women who mothered. Ashley Montague’s best seller, The Natural Superiority of Women (1953), celebrated women both for their gentler dispositions and for their biological superiority. Not coincidentally, he concluded that ‘the most important of women’s tasks is the making of human beings ... [and] because mothers are closer to their children than fathers, they must of necessity play a more basic role in the growth and development of their children.’22 A self-proclaimed women’s champion, Montague applied his reading of modern science to ‘undermine the age-old belief in feminine inferiority,’23 but in the process he reasserted the faith that biology was destiny. The capacity for motherhood was, as with both the older anti-feminist and the maternal feminist tradition, identified as the very source of superiority.

Ashley Montague’s fundamentally conservative message appeared

18 See Strong-Boag, New Day.
21 Marjorie Bacon, ‘Questionnaire,’ 16
23 Ibid., 25
in the same year as the publication of Sexual Behaviour in the Human Female (1953), the second volume on human sexuality by Alfred Kinsey and his colleagues. In the forefront of the 'sexology' of its day, this volume documented women's possession of a powerful libido, the physiological equivalent of male sexual response. Under the influence of such scientific authority, an active sexuality became increasingly accepted as the prerequisite of satisfactory personal and marital life. The result could be higher levels of intimacy and equality between the sexes, but women's erotic potential could easily be incorporated into an updated domestic ideal. Kinsey's support for the female libido and his opposition to guilt and shame about sexual acts were closely tied to marital and social stability. His early work was used to justify Canadians' youthful marriage: only then could sexuality find its proper channels. Ultimately, Kinsey's pioneering studies reinforced the tendency to dedicate women to private life.

The assignment of women to roles as wives and mothers was further legitimated by the popularity of the functionalist school of sociology that dominated the discipline as it established itself throughout Canada. The work of the leading American 'father' of this tradition, Talcott Parsons, drew on 'the anatomy is destiny' psychiatry of Freud and his followers to argue that women and men naturally had different, albeit compatible and equal, roles within society. Women were responsible for expressive functions of mediating and nurturing; men for instrumental functions of struggle and leadership. The first responsibilities directed women to the private sphere and the second legitimated men's domination of public life. Husbands concentrated on the workplace and its values of 'rationality, impersonality, self-interest,' while wives guided children in the traditional family values


of 'love, sharing, cooperation.' Domestic life might no longer require long hours of hard physical labour, but the unremitting pressure of modern corporate life on men appeared to make women irreplaceable in the home as psycho-sexual managers. The appropriate division of duties was summed up by Bell Telephone's company magazine, *The Bluebell*, which pointed to wives' appropriate role in a short story entitled 'We Were Promoted.' Both capitalist prosperity and humanized relationships were to be guaranteed by the functionalist division of labour. Such conclusions became the stock-in-trade of Canadian sociologists like J.R. Seeley, R.A. Sim, and E.W. Loosley, the authors of one of the foremost North American studies of suburban life, *Crestwood Heights* (1956).

Home-grown authorities like the popular gynaecologist Dr Marion Hilliard of Toronto's Women's College Hospital regularly voiced the conservative conclusions of the contemporary social sciences. Speaking to her own patients and countless others through articles in *Chatelaine*, she spread prevailing medical opinion:

The burden of creating a happy marriage falls mainly on the wife. A man's life is much more difficult than a woman's, full of the groaning strain of responsibility and the lonely and often fruitless search for pride in himself. A cheerful and contented woman at home, even one who must often pretend gaiety, gives a man enough confidence to believe he can lick the universe. I'm certain that the woman who enriches her husband with her admiration and her ready response gets her reward on earth, from her husband.

Hilliard and most other Canadian 'experts' on home and family joined their American colleagues in arguing that women's most basic satisfactions came through service to others in the domestic sphere.

---

29 Sec, for example, Elsielse Thorpe, 'Does He Resent Your Working?' *Star Weekly* (May 1953), who emphasized the husband's right to have his wife's undivided attentions at times when he needs to unburden himself, the right to have a companion and a friend when he needs one," 7; Charles Cerami, 'Are You Jealous of Your Husband's Job?' *ibid.* (8 Nov. 1958): 30–41; and J.K. Thomas, 'If He Lost His Job...*' *Canadian Home Journal* (Feb. 1957): 10–11.
The verdict of professionals was repeatedly echoed in the
dominion’s mass media. Typical advertisements credited the house-
wife with ‘the recipe for good citizenship ... for a woman’s influence
extends far beyond the horizons of housekeeping. She guards the
family health by her buying standards; she shares in plans for the
family welfare; hers is the opportunity of training her children ... of
promoting good character and good citizenship.’ Companies readi-
ly championed a feminine ideal that offered them real benefits. Cor-
porate profits and male careers alike depended on women’s concen-
trated efforts in the private sphere, more especially in new suburban
homes where opportunities for purchases were unsurpassed.

Advertising in these years was only one part of a commercial on-
slaught hitting Canadians. Newspapers, magazines, radio, films, and,
by the 1950s, television entered households with a distinct message
about the meaning of the ‘good life.’ Radio soap operas such as ‘Road
of Life,’ ‘Big Sister,’ ‘Lucy Linton,’ ‘Life Can Be Beautiful,’ and ‘Ma
Perkins’ offered women escape from isolation and loneliness in
dreams of consumption, romance, and improved family life. Television
shows like ‘The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet,’ ‘I Love
Lucy,’ ‘The Honeymooners,’ and ‘Father Knows Best’ made it quite
clear that good wives and mothers stayed properly at home far from
the temptations of employment. Just as importantly, they suggested
that women reaped real advantages from this division of duties. Wives
may have looked a little foolish in these sitcoms, but audiences were
encouraged to join in a conspiracy of good-humoured silence about
the real power that they wielded. Housewives after all had the free-
dom to construct their own routines while spouses were tied to oner-
ous duties as breadwinners.

What the experts and the media largely ignored after World War
II was a massive increase in the labour-force participation rate of
married women. This increased from 4.5 per cent in 1941, to 11.2
per cent in 1951, to 22.0 per cent in 1961. In the same years, wives
rose from 12.7 per cent to 30.0 per cent to 49.8 per cent of all
women in paid employment. For all this dramatic change meant in
terms of disposable family income and the nature of the labour mar-

32 Full-page ad for Eaton’s, Saturday Night (9 Aug. 1949): 19
33 See the response of 2000 members of Chatelaine’s Consumers’ Council in Mary
see Paul Rutherford, When Television Was Young, Primetime Canada 1952–1967
(Toronto 1990), 200–1, which includes a useful discussion of the sexism of
broadcasting in these years.
34 S.J. Wilson, Women, the Family and the Economy (Toronto 1972), 19
ket, it appears to have done little initially to challenge women’s primary identification as labourers in the domestic workplace. Many post-war wives accepted periods of employment before childbirth and, sometimes, after children were in high school, as intervals in a modern life cycle that still saw them as chiefly responsible for home and family. In particular, energetic young wives could take pride in establishing families on a sound economic footing. Such was true of a ‘white collar wife’ in her early twenties employed by Montreal’s CIL. Vivian used her salary to purchase new housing and ‘other rewards: electrical kitchen appliances, bedroom and living room furniture, a small English car.’ Her husband David paid other expenses. Traditional appearances were maintained when she assumed responsibility for most housework and received an allowance from David. Vivian planned to leave CIL at about the age of twenty-five to have between two and four children. Many women hoped to do the same. The same assumptions underlay the ‘putting hubby through school’ phenomenon that first attracted public attention with the return of war veterans to university. Women’s work in the labour market regularly represented an investment in a more domestic future.

Incentives for female citizens to return home as soon as possible always remained considerable. Never missing were unequal opportunity and wages. Resources in support of female workers were meagre. Matters at home were hardly better. Most families could only afford one car, on which the husband had first claim, and few settlements boasted adequate public transportation. Nor was that all. Working wives had to face the ‘double day of labour.’ One refugee from a clerical office explained that she had cheerfully given up a schedule that required ‘twelve hours or more a day, seven days a week.’ Another clerical worker from North Toronto added:

---

35 For discussion of this phenomenon see Meg Luxton, Harriet Rosenberg, Sedef Arat-Koe, Through the Kitchen Window. The Politics of Home and Family, 2nd ed. (Toronto 1990).


37 See, for example, Gwyn Le Capelan, ‘I Worked My Husband’s Way Through College,’ Chatelaine (April 1949): 4-5. See also the discussion in National Archives of Canada (NA), MG 31, R 8, Mattie Rotenberg Papers, vol. 1, folder 66, radio broadcast ‘Changing Patterns’ (Jan. 1954).


As a married woman for fourteen years and a working wife for less than one year ... the two don't go together. You can't be a success at both. So I decided to quit my job to save my marriage.

You simply can't look after a home and go to the office too. I don't care who you are or how well organized you are, you can't be a good wife and mother, hostess and housekeeper and also do a good job for your employer all at the same time. When you try, someone is bound to get cheated.\textsuperscript{40}

Working wives had no right to hope for relief at home. As one writer for the \textit{Star Weekly} insisted: 'I don't see how a job gives a woman a legitimate out on housekeeping. She still has the basic responsibility to run a home for the family. ... [and] ... a man whittles himself down to less of a man by consistently performing woman's work.'\textsuperscript{41} In the decades after the Second World War, income tax law, the absence of day care, formal and informal bars to female employment,\textsuperscript{42} and school schedules combined with a commercially fuelled celebration of domesticity and maternity and the general reluctance of husbands to assume household responsibilities to confirm the wisdom of staying home, if you had a choice.

Such decisions were applauded by experts who feared the worst. In 1953 a counsellor for Toronto's Family Court and the United Church summed up prevailing opinion, arguing that 'where the husband and wife are both working outside the home, very often a dangerous spirit of independence exists. Finally, it is quite impossible to do two jobs well.'\textsuperscript{43} Women who dismissed such arguments could look forward to being scapegoated for a host of society's problems,

\textsuperscript{40} Dorothy Manning, 'I Quit My Job To Save My Marriage,' ibid. (June 1955): 16
\textsuperscript{41} Jean Lineman Block, 'Husbands Should Not Do Housework!' \textit{Star Weekly} (16 Nov. 1957): 6
\textsuperscript{42} See the complaint about discrimination against women in Francis Ecker, 'Will Married Women Go to War Again?' \textit{Saturday Night} (30 Jan. 1951): 21–3. For a more extended discussion of the policies of the federal government in this area see Ruth Roach Pierson, \textit{They're Still Women After All}: \textit{The Second World War and Canadian Womanhood} (Toronto 1986), chap. 2
blamed for homosexual sons, juvenile delinquents, mental cripples, wandering and alcoholic husbands, and school truants.44

When authorities repeatedly insisted that women were needed at home, the corollary often was that men were too weak to have them anywhere else. As the Kinsey reports had documented in detail, sexual orientation was conditional; men were the more vulnerable sex. When men’s physical weakness was further disclosed by experts like Ashley Montague,45 female discontent or competition appeared enormously threatening. A wife’s wages might endanger the very core of the fragile male personality.46 By the same measure, houseworking men challenged the very basis of contemporary masculinity. The Montreal psychiatrist Dr Alastair MacLeod plaintively summed up modern problems for Chatelaine’s readers,

Father no longer has opportunities for pursuing aggressive competitive goals openly at work. Some of his basic masculine needs remain unmet. Mother no longer feels she has a real man for a husband and becomes openly aggressive and competitive herself, even moving out of the home into industry in her efforts to restore the biological balance.

Faced with an increasingly discontented and dominating wife, father becomes even more passive and retiring ... certain trends in modern industry are theoretically capable of disturbing the biological harmony of family organization. The resulting disharmony can lead to psychological and psychosomatic illnesses.47

44 See, for example, John Nash, “It’s Time Father Got Back in the Family,” Maclean’s (12 May 1956), 28. S.R. Laycock, ‘Homosexuality – A Mental Hygiene Problem,’ Canadian Medical Association Journal (Sept. 1950): 247, as cited in Kunsman, Re- gulation, 115; Mary Graham, ‘Mama’s Boy,’ Canadian Home Journal (Oct. 1952): 18—19, 37—9; and Hilliard, Woman Doctor, passim. The most famous example of ‘woman-blaming’ in these years was Marynia Farnham and Ferdinand Lundberg, Modern Woman: The Lost Sex (1947), with its classic Freudian claim that ‘anatomy is destiny.’


46 See the argument by the anonymous author of ‘Careers and Marriage Don’t Mix,’ Saturday Night (1 Nov 1949): 32, who concluded that she had been letting her husband down, despite her higher salary of $10,000 a year, by not keeping up the domestic side of their life.

47 Chatelaine (March 1959): 214
The message was clear: domestic women guaranteed both their own femininity and their husbands' masculinity.

In the 1940s and 1950s Canadians had many reasons to believe that the gendered division of labour was the most appropriate response to their own and their nation's needs. While some citizens always challenged too narrowly defined roles, many were prepared to accept the fact that women and men had different duties in the family and in society at large. Residential suburbs that enshrined the notion of largely separate spheres for the two sexes proved attractive because most Canadians preferred women at home and out of the labour market.

The recurring housing crisis of the 1940s and 1950s provided the crucial opportunity to fix this preference in space. The dominion entered the postwar years with 'a large stock of aging and substandard housing, communities that lacked appropriate municipal services, rural areas that lacked electric power, and with a substantial number of households living in crowded conditions or paying shelter costs they could ill afford.' Families with youngsters were particularly hard hit. A boom in babies and immigrants raised the costs of even inferior accommodation. The January 1946 occupation of the old Hotel Vancouver protesting the lack of housing for veterans and their families, like the later seizure of several government buildings in Ottawa by members of the Veterans' Housing League, were only the most visible symptoms of widespread dissatisfaction and rising unrest. The Star Weekly summed up popular sentiments: 'It must be remembered that the whole situation is charged with an intense emotional desire on the part of veterans and non-veterans alike to have homes of their own. The years of loneliness and being apart, the years of cramped, semi-private living, have created a desire as strong as the migrating instinct in birds to have a home.'


50 Ibid., 10.


52 John Clare, 'Where Are the Houses?' Star Weekly (8 June 1946): 5.
crowded accommodation was regularly cited as contributing to family breakdown and social disarray.  

Prime Minister Mackenzie King's postwar government, already alerted by the report of the Advisory Committee on Reconstruction on housing and planning to the magnitude of the housing shortage and fearful of the appeal of the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation, moved to fill the gap. The passage in 1944 of the second National Housing Act (NHA) and the creation of the Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) one year later confirmed the significance of housing for peacetime reconstruction. With some few exceptions, strong anti-public housing sentiments and official reluctance to interfere with the 'free market' sharply limited the reclamation of urban residential cores. Across the dominion, despite the substantial investment in urban infrastructure - sewers, schools, public transportation, sidewalks, churches, and the like - that cities represented, they did not become the focus of government housing initiatives. Attention focused instead on the construction of new houses in the suburbs.

Despite their neglect by governments, city neighbourhoods continued to attract middle- and working-class Canadians, but many tried to maximize dollars and improve family situations by turning to new residential communities. Not all benefited from state support. In British Columbia's Lower Mainland, poorer citizens made do with little better than squatters' quarters in Bridgeview, a marginal Surrey settlement, without sidewalks and sewers. In Quebec the Montreal working class had to satisfy its land hunger in Ville Jacques Cartier. There the discomfort and distress of life in tarpaper and tin shacks on postage-sized lots bought on the instalment plan helped embitter the future separatist Pierre Vallières. In Newfoundland, the city

54 See Canada, Advisory Committee on Reconstruction, Housing and Community Planning, Sub-Committee Report, No. 4 (Ottawa 1944).
57 Graduate Students in Community and Regional Planning, Bridgeview: A Sub-Urban Renewal Study in Surrey, B.C. (University of British Columbia 1965)
of St John's was surrounded by 'fringe areas ... characterized by very poor, substandard housing, complete lack of services (piped water and sewer facilities, garbage collection, street-lighting, etc.), poor roads and low family incomes.' Few residents in such locations used the provisions of the National Housing Act, since borrowers in the years after World War II had to earn steadily higher gross family incomes in order to pay rising down payments and interest rates.

Atlantic Canadians, poorer on average than their contemporaries elsewhere, were particularly unlikely to receive federal mortgage help: between 1954 and 1966 only 23.4 per cent of all new 'dwelling units' in the Atlantic region were completed with CMHC assistance, compared to 51.9 per cent in Ontario in the same period. The variability of financing meant that housewives in different regions sometimes confronted dramatically different working conditions. In 1960 and the first five months of 1961, for example, 38.5 per cent of new units located in Atlantic Canada lacked flush toilets and 41.9 per cent furnace heating, compared with 8.7 per cent and 8.2 per cent, respectively, in Ontario. Such distinctions helped ensure that accommodation on the urban periphery varied, often tremendously, from one part of the country to the other. In the Maritimes, suburbia would be neither as extensive nor as prosperous as in many other regions of the country.

In contrast to the plight of the poor, the housing predicament of a broad range of Canadians was addressed by federal enthusiasm for subsidizing the construction of single family homes and the desire of private developers, contractors, and mortgage lenders to maximize profits. For those who could meet income requirements, mortgage money, at artificially low rates, was made available to build hundreds of thousands of three-bedroom 'residential units.' While the fore-
most scholar of Canadian suburbs, S.D. Clark, has concluded that residents were frequently 'middle class in terms of income ... Canadian born, of British origin, and of Protestant religious affiliation,' suburban's always attracted ambitious working-class and immigrant citizens as well. One daughter remembered that 'as refugees from Hungary,' her parents 'could hardly wait to leave' downtown Toronto 'for, to them, lavish splendour of the suburbs,' where they settled without regret. In a subdivision of owner-built houses in Cooksville, Ontario, in the 1950s, an English immigrant remembered friendly Italian neighbours whose comfortable homes were constructed by their labouring and small-contractor husbands. The Yugoslav immigrant, who began work as a carpenter and plasterer when he arrived after the war and went on to achieve his dream of a suburban bungalow, in his case in Winnipeg's West Kildonan, may not have been in the majority, but he had imitators from one end of the country to the other. The eclectic nature of the suburban community was captured by the comment from a resident who insisted that her modest suburb west of Toronto, whose residents included Olga, Grand Duchess of Russia, was 'neither purely WASP nor dull.'

Once families moved to suburbia, they often found themselves with people of similar income and in houses of similar price. Neighbours were 'all in the same boat.' New communities often revealed a distinct class and ethnic character, one that was sometimes legally imposed. Until their overthrow by the Supreme Court in 1951, residential covenants that included race as criteria were commonplace. Drawing on Canadian property law, they were used by land developers to exclude 'undesirables' and to set minimum house values. Even after covenants had lost some of their power, homogeneity often survived, a testament to more informal support. In 1957 the new North

chap. 3. In 1951 single-family construction made up 77.3 per cent of all the dominion's housing starts; in 1955, 71.5 per cent and in 1960, 61.7 per cent.

Smith, Postwar Canadian Housing, 22–3

64 S.D. Clark, The Suburban Society (Toronto 1968), 101
65 Kristzina Bevilacqua to author, 10 May 1991
66 Marjorie Bacon, interview with author, 7 June 1991
68 Lois Strong to author, 29 May 1991
69 Montreal suburbanite 1, 'Questionnaire,' 7
York suburb of Don Mills, for example, attracted certain occupational groups: 32.1 per cent of male homeowners were executives, 23.7 per cent professionals, 19.9 per cent skilled technicians, 11 per cent salesmen, and 3.8 per cent teachers and professors, with the remaining 9.5 per cent listed as miscellaneous. The hopes of many suburbanites were summed up by one observer in 1945: 'It's not just a house, but a way of life that people are seeking ... Most people wanted to be part of a community which consisted of congenial people, equality of income – restricted house values.' Different suburbs could have distinctive characters, depending on the ability of different groups to afford the cost of houses in their community.

The availability of CMHC mortgages for new homes, relatively low land costs, and builders' incentives, such as that by Saracini Construction in NHA’s Glen Park development in Etobicoke in the early 1950s that gave purchasers the 'option of taking a lower priced home and completing part of it at a later date,' made a difference to many Canadians. Despite the continuing decline in the rural population, where ownership was most common, the number of owner-occupied houses in Canada increased from 57 per cent in 1941 to 65 per cent in 1951 to 66 per cent in 1961.

Immediately after the Second World War much new housing was constructed either individually, often by 'do-it-yourselfers,' or as part of developments of a few to several hundred houses. Most early construction took place either within older suburbs like East Vancouver or East York in Toronto or in the first ring of surrounding townships or municipalities, such as British Columbia's Burnaby and Ontario's Etobicoke. By the early 1950s, however, high demand plus the enlarged scale of the development industry increasingly directed growth to more remote areas, many without existing municipal services. There in sites like Halifax's Thornhill Park, Toronto's Don Mills, and Edmonton's Crestwood appeared the suburban, automobile-dependent sprawl that came to characterize the last half of the twentieth century. Between 1951 and 1961 the population in metropolitan areas around city cores grew far more than that in city centres (see table 2).
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TABLE 2
Percentage Increases in Population for the Central Cities and Remaining Parts of the 1961 Census Metropolitan Areas, Canada and the Regions, 1951–61

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Census Metropolitan Area</th>
<th>Central City</th>
<th>Remainder of Metropolitan Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>110.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>70.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quebec</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>117.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>116.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prairies</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>133.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Columbia</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>90.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These first homes meant a great deal. Coming out of depression and war, couples struggled to become property owners. A team effort was common. As one observer noted of veteran housing: 'There is hardly a single case among all these veteran-builders of a wife lounging about. They have been as active in all weathers as their husbands.' Such couples had good reason to prize long-awaited houses. Tenants in particular, like one longtime inhabitant of Montreal's Verdun, her husband, and three children, aged five, three, and seven months, were delighted to use CMHC mortgages to move, in their case to Lachine's 'Dixie' suburb. Their enthusiasm was matched by the York Township resident in Ontario who remembered being 'very poor in the depression – 8 people in a 4 room one storey house.' She was understandably 'really excited – To have a 5 room brick bungalow for the two of us! Such Luxury!!' A Scottish immigrant expressed the same sense of achievement: 'We came from a society where houses were scarce, renting was almost impossible unless one had the proper connections, and from a country which had spent 6 years at war. So owning a house in the suburbs was a dream for us, a dream we achieved after only 6 years in Canada.'

While new suburbs varied in many particulars, all shared a com-
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mitment to the gendered division of labour. Purchase of a home – whether in a highly planned community like Etobicoke’s Thorncrest Village with its provision of a wide range of urban services expected by upper middle-class buyers81 or in a mass-produced subdivision like Scarborough’s Wishing Well Acres, where the one millionth new house constructed after VE-Day was officially opened82 – was part of a child-centred strategy for many Canadians. As a study by Vancouver’s Lower Mainland Regional Planning Board discovered, ‘to a young family without much money, faced with the alternative of a small apartment in the city ... It is no small thing to be able to look out of the living-room window at one’s children playing in relative freedom with fields and woods beyond them.’83 As a mother of two in Toronto’s Iondale Heights suburb explained in 1957, ‘We moved to the suburbs because of the children. We wanted to give them room to romp, where they wouldn’t have to worry about street cars and fiend-driven automobiles. True, we have no museums or art galleries. But the children can go outside and see nature as it is.’84 Such commentators took for granted that greater opportunities for children depended ultimately on maternal supervision.

Finally responsible for child care and house maintenance, modern suburban wives were tethered to their communities in ways that few husbands could match. In 1958 one speaker for a Toronto construction company described the suburban home: ‘A woman is there all the time, she lives there. A man just boards there: he gets his meals there. She is there all day long.’85 A male architect characterized his

the “Pure” Suburban Type, Now Five to Ten Years Old.’ In the context of this classification, ‘pure’ meant lacking ‘form and structure’ (12) and ‘packaged’ meant growing up ‘as a result of careful planning and direction’ (15).
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own experience of gender relations even more vividly: "I spend every day in my Mobile Room [car] going to and from the women at either end [in the office or in his suburban home]." As these remarks suggest, the suburban house remained first of all a workplace for female residents. For husbands, lengthy commutes and long hours at work, not to mention individual preferences, meant that domestic responsibilities were largely subordinated to the demands of waged work. Nor did the suburbs make joint efforts easy. As one husband recalled:

Like most of my fellow male suburbanites I was the sole auto driver. I also drove a lot in my job. Rushing home to take a child to cubs or brownies, to take my wife to a class in the city, to drive to hockey practice or to a game, or to be shopping driver when required was a daily task. Work pressures made this more difficult. There were the open spaces to cut, cultivate and shovel. Social evenings required a driver to pick up the sitter, drive into town, return home and drive the sitter home. The automobile was a itching appendage needing constant scratching.

To be sure, some suburban wives always joined their husbands in leaving home for employment. As the expansion of Avon's and other door-to-door sales in these years suggested, earning extra money was never far from many residents' minds. So-called 'working' wives shored up families' aspirations to a better standard of living; the husband of a young Bank of Commerce clerk, for instance, was reconciled to her job so she could furnish the house they were building in Saskatoon in 1952. Yet women's ideal primary role remained, especially after babies arrived, in the home. As one resident of a Toronto suburb remembered, her husband 'didn't want me to work, and I thought that no one could look after my children as well as I could.'

While they may not have remained in the labour market, wives
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regularly contributed to husbands' careers. Women married to professionals or businessmen often functioned as part of a marital 'team,' spending hours as unpaid assistants, typing, translating, or entertaining. The wife of a successful academic remembered that 'in university circles a wife was expected to entertain – often upwards of 50 people.'92 Another academic spouse found her eyes giving out as she typed the manuscripts that advanced her husband in his profession.93 Acknowledgment of such contributions forms a regular refrain in scholarly prefaces.

The great majority of wives remained crucially dependent on male wages. Women's financial vulnerability was worsened by the fact that many families purchased suburban homes only by rigorous self-denial. More than one investigator discovered that 'Baby sitters were done without, food costs reduced, less spent on clothing, and a hundred and one other small ways discovered to save money. "I'm not going dancing no more" gave expression certainly to the financial plight of more than one suburban housewife.'94 While such careful juggling of finances was not true of all suburbanites, the strains of budgeting, large or small, were likely to be borne unevenly. Not only did male wage-earners usually have prior right of access to what they commonly held to be 'their money,'95 they frequently had to maintain certain standards as conditions of employment. Women and children could dress, eat, and travel much less well without immediately endangering the family economy.96

Suburban houses were the stage on which women explored the meaning of separate spheres. That setting varied greatly depending on income and individual preference, but the introduction of CMHC inspections under the 1954 revision of the Housing Act encouraged the giving way of 'individual, custom-built homes' to 'mass, speculative development' with standardized shapes, sizes, and configurations.97 In the late 1940s and 1950s master plans and more stringent municipal zoning by-laws across the country, which represented efforts to control errant developers, also contributed to the increasing
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uniformity of the emerging suburban landscape. The Community Housing and Development Corporation's (CMHC) support of Canadian Small House competitions after the Second World War, like the Star Weekly's sponsorship of the All Canadian Home in 1959, for all their good intentions, had the same effect. In the heady days of easy sales, developers threw up one imitation after another, differing in little but colour and trim. Most models came as Cape Cods, and increasingly, as bungalows or split levels. Like the split-level winner of the first coast-to-coast architectural contest in 1953, almost all boasted three bedrooms, an L-shaped living-dining-room combination, and, in most areas of the country, a full basement. Increasingly, too, a rumpus or recreation room appeared below level, which, together with the proliferation of televisions, encouraged families to spend leisure time more privately. In these homes, more comfortable than many had ever encountered, women were to forge the moral basis for postwar Canada.

Female residents were expected and urged to bring uniqueness to uniformity through a careful attention to decoration and design. As one commentator insisted, 'The bugaboo of uniformity bothers her not at all, because every woman knows she can work out her own individual design for living with colors and furnishings and personal touches.' Their choice of furniture, appliances, art, and even clothes was to transform the identical into the distinguishable, in the process confirming housewives' skills and status. No wonder that practically every issue of popular Canadian women's magazines like the Bride's Book, Canadian Home Journal, Canadian Homes and Gardens, and Chatelaine, not to mention their American competitors, offered readers ways, thrifty and otherwise, to personalize suburbia. In a Special Issue in March 1955, for example, Chatelaine offered lessons on 'How To Live in a Suburb,' 'A Spring Fashion Bazaar for Suburban Living,' and 'How To Furnish a New Home without Panic Buying.' Subscribers consulted such experts but also prided themselves on developing styles that suited their families best. The mistress of
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a Rexdale, Ontario, bungalow on 'a corner-lot so at least it didn't match everything beside it in either direction, but of course, it matched the house on the corner across the street,' spoke for a renovating sisterhood when she reflected that 'I almost wrecked it trying to create something unique.'

Many women soon found more to concern them in the limitations of the environment at large. Conspicuous in their absence from many new developments in the 1940s and early 1950s, before local governments became more demanding, were public spaces and facilities, such as sidewalks, monuments, parks, and cemeteries. A mother of two children settled in a bungalow on Toronto's outskirts typically remembered that 'there were no sidewalks and the road was not paved. The mud and dust were a real pain.' For many years developers also counted on the open country that surrounded many subdivisions to provide children with nearby recreational space. In time as the process of urban sprawl accelerated, this resource disappeared, as it did around Scarborough's Wishing Well Acres subdivision in the 1960s, without any provision for its replacement. For women, the presumed mistresses of suburbia, collective provision was almost always curiously lacking. If landscape were any guide, meeting and play were not part of the female mandate.

The location of most commercial shops and services on the periphery or, more occasionally, in the centre of residential development, either in a strip pattern along major roads or in suburban plazas, showed the same lack of attention to women's needs. Patterns of consumption centred increasingly on shopping centres, which first made their appearance in Canada in 1947 in suburban Winnipeg. By 1951, with the construction of Norgate Plaza in Montreal and Park Royal Plaza in West Vancouver, about forty-six shopping centres, all poorly served by public transit and demanding access to a private car, drew buyers from surrounding suburbs.

One Don Mills veteran characterized shopping experiences that were not very different from the majority of her contemporaries, especially those whose husbands didn't have the option of commuting by train to work: 'Walked & pushed baby carriage to most places. Never had a second car - poor bus service especially with 3 children! Little co-operation, wives did not own car - walked to local shops.'
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Traffic was hazardous on highway & only route to major shopping centre (suburbs were designed for the car & most of us had only one which husband used)."\(^{107}\) Once visitors got there, new plazas, lacking free public space and cultural amenities, offered them little beyond a community based on a common commitment to purchase. As a self-satisfied Canadian retailer put it, 'Suburban living, by its basic structure, generates wants and brings latent desires more sharply into focus. The not-so-subtle effect of competitive living is also a potent influence in creating an environment that encourages liberal spending for better living.'\(^{108}\) The domestic and individualistic orientation of women, families' major purchasers, was readily reaffirmed.

While plazas were increasingly influential, door-to-door sales and deliveries were commonplace in the 1940s and 1950s. Phone orders were taken by butchers, grocers, and department stores, and trucks with milk and bakery goods made their way among suburban homes. Avon ladies, who might be members of a local church, and Hoover, Electrolux, Fuller Brush, and Watkins salesmen were also occasional visitors. The latter were described by a former client as canvassing a Montreal suburb 'once or twice per year and I always kept their wonderful salve, "Good for Man or Beast." Very strong, didn't burn and helped heal cut knees very quickly. They also had wonderful flavourings and food colourings.'\(^{109}\)

In Metropolitan Toronto, another purchaser implied advantages beyond mere convenience: 'We liked to see a vegetable man come along the street. Ice, milk and bread were delivered as were beer and pop. The Avon lady and the Fuller Brush man provided some new faces.'\(^{110}\) Such sentiments were shared by a resident of Clarkson's Corners (Mississauga) who recalled, with affection, a milk man who 'always poked his head in to say good morning and took the children on his van for a ride.' She observed, 'Obviously these services were very important. I realize, however, that my mother had far more people calling than I. (She even had a Hellicks coffee man, Duggan's bakery, etc.).'\(^{111}\) Although they grew less in time as the private automobile undermined their viability, such deliveries helped knit new
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communities together in ways that more modern shopping alternatives rarely did.

Suburbia’s households were also connected by schools and churches. Although it often happened that housing sprawled well beyond the capacity of religious groups and municipalities to ensure even minimum services, by the 1950s their institutions were normally included in the initial planning of developments. Even then they might well be strained to their limits or inconvenient to reach, as with schools offering shift classes or located across busy intersections. For all such shortcomings, as well as their tendency to deal with female clients almost solely in their roles as mothers and wives, such institutions constituted important collective resources to a community lacking common habits of working together. Parent-teacher associations, or home and school groups, were the most effective in mobilizing women, from room mothers to fund-raisers and executive officers.\(^{112}\) Auxiliaries and Sunday schools were critical for some residents who kept suburban churches expanding in these years.\(^{115}\)

Work with local institutions offered more activist and sociable suburbanites the chance to combine domestic duties with a manageable level of public involvement.

As they had done in other Canadian settings, women wove the fabric of day-to-day life. As one observer noted, ‘For most of the day while the men are away at work the women run the community. After the bulldozers have pulled out, the spadework to make a real community out of your particular collection of houses has to be done by ... the homemakers.’\(^{114}\) Women commonly moved beyond their homes through contacts with children and ‘in turn, the fathers get to know their neighbours through their own ubiquitous wives.’\(^{115}\) Casual meetings, dismissed by critics as ‘coffee klatches,’ or even encounters between Avon ‘ladies’ and their clients, might be followed by both intimate friendships and formal associations. These ties helped women cope with limited resources and new environments. Since children were rarely far from mothers’ minds, much co-operative


activity centred on them. After the war women in North Burnaby’s new subdivisions established ‘parent-teacher groups ... in an endeavour to promote better school conditions and assist in providing hot lunches for the children.” In Don Mills, where young children were abundant and teenagers rare, women established baby-sitting cooperatives. In Thornhill, Ontario, mothers formed a community kindergarten and encouraged the fathers, who, ‘though somewhat apathetic at first ... to contribute some time and energy in making odds and ends of school equipment.” In 1955 mothers at North York’s York Mills School, alarmed by sexual attacks on local children, created a Parents’ Action League. In Etobicoke’s Rexdale development, women protested their lack of public transit to local council and to the Toronto Transit Commission. As they explained, ‘Nearly all of us have children and they have to be taken to the dentist or doctor occasionally. It takes a full day to make the trip and two days to rest up afterwards.” Also in 1955, mothers from North York’s Livingstone School fought the Board of Education’s transfer of pupils to another school. In Clarkson’s Corners a Quebecker prompted her neighbours to create French conversation groups and to fund high school scholarships.

Concerns sometimes broadened beyond children to include a variety of community issues. Thorny questions related to sewers, libraries, and garbage disposal provided lessons in collective action and political lobbying. In North York, residents created the North York Women Electors Association on the model of its Toronto counterpart in September 1954. In Etobicoke, a year later, twenty-two mothers with children in tow from Goldwood Heights subdivision ‘stormed’ a council meeting, demanding ‘action — not answers’ to the problem created by their developer’s failure to finish sidewalks, sodding, and ditching. In effect, such women were transforming suburbs into good neighbourhoods. As volunteers they facilitated the creation of everything from schools, hospitals, and churches to libraries.
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For all the evidence of activism, however, the majority of women were rarely visible on the public stage. For many, suburbia constituted a period of deep engagement in the day-to-day running of the family. Very few had assistance with household duties, particularly on weekdays when most husbands were absent. While a few sometimes found substitutes for their own labour in co-operatives or paid help, others, like a Montreal suburbanite, remembered that 'even babysitters were all but unavailable (No Teens, no Grannies).' Questioned about their days as mothers of young children, both happy and unhappy veterans of suburbia remember themselves engrossed in time-consuming duties:

I had helped my mother in bazaars, tag days, processions, etc. etc., fund-raising, church charitable organizations from the time I was knee high. However, once married, I was apolitical. I guess, basically, because I was so very busy [with nine children].

I guess there were clubs and political parties but I really didn't have much time or energy with four small children to get involved. I've always been aware of my own limitations in terms of time and energy.

Not much [leadership from women] in my age group at the time. Too busy at home ... it was a man's world.

There was no energy or time to do anything about it [feminism].

I didn't participate in politics when my children were small, I was too too too busy. None of my neighbours with children seemed to be involved.

Unless they were especially gregarious, such child-rearing women were likely to devote precious free-time moments to private rather than public pursuits.

To the present day, a baleful mythology associated with postwar suburbs and their female residents persists. Suburban women provided a focus for much contemporary debate about the merits of modern life. In particular, in the minds of critics of mass society who
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flourished in the years after the Second World War, the suburb emerged as the residential and female expression of the moral bankruptcy they identified in society at large, more particularly in giant corporations, big governments, and the ‘organization men’ who served them.

The most famous indictment from North American feminists was provided by Betty Friedan’s _The Feminist Mystique_. This soon-to-be classic identification of ‘The Problem That Has No Name’ captured the imagination of a generation no longer satisfied with the restricted options of life in suburbia. As one Canadian reader explained:

I truly considered my genes disturbed until I read Friedan’s book. After all, I’d spent my life working to earn and indeed cherishing, the one compliment that topped them all – ‘You think like a man.’

But I was afraid of that book. I read it in very small snatches, because it stirred me greatly, and I couldn’t see any purpose to that. There I was, a relatively uneducated woman with two small children to raise.

More than anyone else, Friedan helped women challenge the egalitarian claim of North American abundance. Ultimately, she argued, and many readers agreed, the gendered experience of suburbia betrayed women, consigning them to subordination and frustration within society and unhappiness within the family. Limited options for women also meant an immeasurably poorer ‘Free World,’ a critical point when winning the Cold War was all important. In Canada, Friedan’s dismissal of modern housekeeping as neither sufficiently dignified nor time-consuming to require full-time dedication by wives and mothers was matched by a barrage of popular articles in the 1950s.

---
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Whatever Friedan's insights, her work concentrated on a privileged minority. Her suburban women, pushed by the forces of a commercialized culture, appeared to have made the 'great refusal' in rejecting purposeful and independent lives in the public sphere. A considerable amount of women-blaming goes on in *The Feminine Mystique*. As with many of her Canadian imitators, Friedan associated suburban women with the evils of modern society—its secularism, superficiality, and materialism. Her feminism, with its support for broader interpretations and expressions of female ability, gave her message special meaning, but the message itself, like attacks on suburbia from social critics unconcerned about sexual inequality, finally ignored the complexity of female lives.

Non-feminist critics of modern society routinely targeted female suburbanites. Marshall McLuhan's *The Mechanical Bride: Folklore of Industrial Man* identified 'millions of women who live isolated lives from 8:00 to 6:00 P.M.' in suburbia as part of the dilemma of modern men. In 1956 in 'You Take the Suburbs, I Don't Want Them,' the novelist Hugh Garner, flexing his muscles as a home-grown literary 'bad boy,' rejected a world in which men could not make the rules. Suburbia's psychological failings were brutally diagnosed by the assistant director of Montreal's Mental Hygiene Institute. In 1958 Dr Alastair MacLeod warned *Chatelaine's* readers that 'The suburbs give children fresh air, but take away their fathers. They give women efficient kitchens, but are hard on their femininity and gentleness. They give men pride in providing so handsomely, but drive many of them to drink to make up for their watered-down maleness.' This psychiatrist damned suburbs as 'matriarchies, manless territories where women cannot be feminine because expediency demands that they control the finances and fix drains and where night-returning men cannot be masculine because their traditional function of ruler and protector has been usurped.' While Friedan located suburbia's limitations in the domestic definition of womanhood, few psychiatrists acknowledged that many women needed outlets beyond those provided by purely domestic life.

The indictments of social critics were elaborated most fully in *Crestwood Heights*, a case study of Toronto's Forest Hill, an 'inner suburb'
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built before the Second World War. Dissecting the family lives of an upper middle-class sample of WASP and Jewish Torontonians, the authors revealed what many critics of mass society feared. Men concentrated on making money, ignoring families' emotional and spiritual needs. Dissatisfied women wielded power in a community in which they were the dominant adults for the daylight hours. Mothers were preoccupied with their offspring, to the detriment of themselves and their children. Both sexes were overly materialistic. The contribution of women and men to the wider society was intrinsically limited. Despite the lack of comparability of this older suburb to what was happening on the periphery of Canadian cities, Crestwood Heights rapidly became the measure by which modern suburbia was judged.  

The Royal Architectural Institute of Canada added to the chorus of dismay. Its 1960 Report on the design of the residential environment summed up the views of professional architects and representatives of University Women's Clubs and the National Council of Women in its dislike for 'the essential identity of houses, the denial of differentiation, built into new suburbs.' The Report was alert to suburbia's failure to reflect changing Canadian demographics. While new buildings took for granted a father in paid employment and a mother at home with two children, many households were very different. The land-eating sprawl of three-bedroom Cape Cods, bungalows, or split levels dependent on private transportation and reflective of a single style of family life was not what all Canadians needed. Preoccupied with aesthetics, however, the Report never confronted the problem embodied in the gendered nature of suburban space.

Arguments about the merits of suburban life were not always restricted to polite discourse. Residents of Scarborough's Highland Creek, which their MPP characterized as 'a normal Ontario suburban community,' were outraged in 1956 when S.D. Clark of the University of Toronto was quoted as accusing them of sexual immorality and hard drinking. The leakage of these observations from a private
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report to a research group forced him to apologize publicly to Scarborough's residents. Even then there were threats of vigilante justice.141

Perhaps chastened by this experience, Clark produced a path-breaking study, The Suburban Society (1968), which rejected any simple characterization of suburbia. Dismissing Crestwood Heights as unrepresentative in its 'culture of a particular urban social class and, in large degree, particular ethnic group,'142 he championed suburbia's variety and vitality. It was this heterogeneity that Friedan and the other critics of modern life, with their focus on middle-class, highly organized communities, had so largely missed. And yet, ironically enough, for all his stress on suburbia's variety, Clark joined critics of mass society in readily stereotyping women. The Suburban Society casually dismissed the female resident as 'the suburban housewife seeking amusement or instruction in light reading' and the 'lone miserable suburban housewife.'143 Making easy generalizations about the 'social waste' of women left behind in suburbia,144 Clark never applied his insight about the complexity of suburban patterns to any consideration of the role of gender. To a significant degree, women continued to be both victims and authors of their own misfortune, keys to the failings of contemporary family life and thus to much of the imperfection of the modern world.

Suburban women, then and today, have their own contributions to make to this debate. In 1959 Chatelaine's readers responded passionately to the attack on suburban women issued by the assistant director of Montreal's Mental Hygiene Institute, Dr Alastair MacLeod. In more than 300 letters they captured the complexity of women's lives. In all, 42 per cent defended women, men, and suburbia itself, one critic bluntly summing up her rejection of the psychiatrist's misogyny as 'Bunk.' A further 11 per cent of respondents blamed the problems of modern life on something other than suburbia, while 8 per cent gave it mixed reviews. The remaining 39 per cent agreed, more or less, with MacLeod's criticism of suburban women. Most readers were reluctant to limit women to domestic labour as a solution to the ills of modern society. One woman from Rexdale, Ontario, pointed out that many young wives had more than enough business experience and
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brains to manage the home and its finances. It didn’t make sense to ‘restrict them to the monotonous unthinking roles of mere cooks and floor waxers.’ Most suburban women did much more and did it well. A few readers, while admitting something was wrong, refused to blame women. A Regina contributor, for instance, argued that women were feeling frustrated and inadequate because their ‘opportunity for economic contribution has largely been taken from the four walls of her home.’ The whole tenor of the published answers to MacLeod’s condemnation of suburban womanhood suggested a diversity of opinion and experience.

Suburbia’s veterans still remain divided about its meaning. In letters, memos, interviews, and answers to a questionnaire about their experience in the suburbs between 1945 and 1960, women, whose families ranged from the well-to-do to the economically marginal, reflected on what those years had meant. Many, like one Etobicoke, Ontario, resident, offered a blunt calculation of benefits: ‘Suburban life was fine. We had an auto so we weren’t isolated from the Toronto scene. It also enabled us immigrants to make friends. I’d do it over again. Everyone benefitted ... When you live a situation you aren’t always analyzing it. The decision was economic. I wasn’t buying into an image.’ Like many others, whose satisfaction seemed grounded in happy marriages, this writer argued that suburban life was vital and fulfilling. Helpmate husbands did much to make suburbia a good place for wives.

Favourable assessments also sprang from a recognition that life in the suburbs was a step up in terms of convenience, comfort, and security. Days spent previously as tenants, in too few rooms and without domestic conveniences, could make even modest bungalows feel very good. While not without flaws, suburbs were a good deal better than alternatives. The benefits for children were stressed repeatedly
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but women, like the two speakers below, were likely to convey a strong sense of their own good fortune as well:

It was the right choice for us ... We did not want to raise our kids on city streets, although I realize now they did miss out on many things such as museums, libraries, etc. ... I think all who chose the life benefitted from the freer life, the men for a lot of companionship with neighbours ... It was a happier time because we no longer worried about friends and acquaintances, schoolmates who were overseas and in danger.149

Those were good years for us. My husband was getting ahead and I saw myself as a helpmate ... For children suburbia really worked. They always had playmates and they had multiple parenting ... [but] Suburbia tended to narrow our vision of the outside world. We thought we had the ideal life ... We knew little about the world of poverty, culture, crime and ethnic variety. We were like a brand new primer, 'Dick and Jane.'150

In reflecting on their suburban lives, women who counted them successful firmly rejected any portrait of themselves as conformists and insisted that the suburbs worked best for the independent and self-motivated. An artist noted that she and her friends 'were already in charge of our lives and didn't feel abused.'151 Whether they were gregarious and heavily involved in the community or took pleasure in quiet family pastimes, positive commentators revealed a strong sense of achievement. Happy children, rewarding relationships with spouses, and strong communities were their trophies.

Cheerful accounts contrasted markedly with those who remembered the suburbs as 'hell.' Days spent largely alone with demanding infants and lack of support from friends, relatives, and sometimes husbands were to be endured. The result could be desperation. One Ontario survivor captured her predicament, and that of others as well, when she wrote: 'I began to feel as if I were slowly going out of my mind. Each day was completely filled with child and baby care and keeping the house tidy and preparing meals. I felt under constant pressure.'152 Some women recollected feeling guilty about such unhappiness: If families were more prosperous than ever and husbands doing their jobs, what right did they have to be less than content?
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When a desperately lonely neighbour hung her three children in the basement, however, one resident of Don Mills put self-doubts aside and set out to create mothers’ groups to compensate for the shortcomings of suburban life.\textsuperscript{153}

Critics sometimes observed that dissatisfaction extended beyond their sex. Two women explained: ‘Certainly didn’t work for me. I would have been much happier in row housing ... It seems to me that everyone loses – Women are isolated. Men don’t know their families. Children don’t know their fathers.’\textsuperscript{154} And, ‘I don’t think anybody benefitted, exactly. You could say men, but they benefitted from marriage, suburbs or not ... And I think a lot of men were miserable trying to play the part imposed upon them in the wasteland.’\textsuperscript{155} From the perspective of such veterans, women in particular and society as a whole were the poorer because of the investment on the suburban frontier.

Unlike their contemporaries who relished memories of days nurturing children and husbands, critics yearned for lives that offered them more contact with the wider world, more appreciation of their diverse skills, and more financial independence. For them the suburban landscape entailed an unacceptable restriction on options, a source of frustration, anger, and depression. This group often rejected the domestic ideal embodied in suburbia as soon as possible, ridding themselves of unsatisfactory husbands, moving to more congenial settings, and taking paid employment.

Accounts from suburban women rarely match the image presented by Friedan and the critics of mass society. Their experiences were neither homogeneous nor uncomplicated. They were much more than merely the female counterparts of ‘organization men.’ Women were both victims and beneficiaries of a nation’s experiment with residential enclaves that celebrated the gendered division of labour. Suburban dreams had captured the hopes of a generation shaken by war and depression, but a domestic landscape that presumed that lives could be reduced to a single ideal inevitably failed to meet the needs of all Canadians after 1945. In the 1960s the daughters of the suburbs, examining their parents’ lives, would begin to ask for more.
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